
CEREBRAL
PALSY

 
Cerebral Palsy

is a global
developmental,
musculoskeletal

disorder that
affects motor

function, and in
some cases,
intellectual

abilities.

INTERESTED IN SUPPORTING US?

DID YOU KNOW?

Internship @Amrit
Learn and Contribute

FAST FACTS  ::  ISSUE 30

HTTP://AMRITFOUNDATIONOFINDIA.IN/VOLUNTEER/
AMRIT SERVICES SERIES

Amrit Foundation of India is a not-for-profit with a small,
committed team of professionals. We maintain an ad-free
website and newsletter while bringing quality content
concerning intellectual and developmental challenges to
you. But it takes a lot of time and finances to sustain this
quality. If you find any value in what we do, please
consider becoming a sustaining patron with a recurring
monthly donation of your choosing.
To further understand these problems and their possible
solutions, look out for our upcoming issues of Fast Facts. 
 You can register to receive them absolutely FREE by
leaving your email ID on our website or by emailing us.
www.amritfoundationofindia.in
team@amritindia.in

MONTHLY DONATION

Rs 250 / month

Rs 500 / month

Rs 1000 / month
Its easy to cancel a recurring
donation on our website

Internship @Amrit helps young people to to recognise the 4 most

common intellectual and developmental conditions: Autism,

Cerebral Palsy, Down Syndrome and Intellectual Disability and

helps them express their concern and empathy.

AUTISM
 
 

Autism is a
spectrum of

developmental
disorders that

affect the
ability to
process

information,
resulting in
difficulty in

communication
and social

interactions,
and in

stereotypical
behaviours.

DOWN
SYNDROME

 
Down

Syndrome is a
genetic
disorder

caused by an
extra (partial

or whole) copy
of chromosome
21 resulting in

developmental
delays and
intellectual
disability. 

INTELLECTUAL
DISABILITY

 
Intellectual
Disability is

characterised
by impairment 

in learning
ability and
adaptive

capabilities,
including social
and practical

skills.



During internship, you will learn to carry out
basic instructions, learn to seek clarifications 

 on matters that you  haven't understood, write
professional documents  and take

responsibility for deliverables. 

LEARN EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

By immersing you into a not for profit area and
institution, internship offers you the chance to
explore whether this is what you;d like to do as
a career choice.

EXPLORE YOUR INTERESTS

HOW DO INTERNS CONTRIBUTE?

WHAT CAN INTERNSHIP OFFER? 

Take up a capsule or dipstick study focusing on their needs 
Help to develop policy notes on key areas of interest with the
objective of adding further evidence to the discourse  
Engage college and school student associations under the
#weallfitin campaigns 
Contribute to our social media pages 
Write an article on disability and inclusion for the digital press
Enlist special needs practitioners who work with children with
challenges to our Services Databank, Sweccha.
Review and contribute to the Amrit website and mailing list

At Amrit, interns are an integral part of the team contributing and
supporting the welfare of persons with intellectual and developmental
challenges. There are several ways in which you can do that:

Internship is a great way to explore your interests and learn basic
employability skills.

Amrit offers you the rare chance to take responsibility at a young
age by encouraging you deliver results that you can own and be

proud of. 

By including your experience at Amrit
Foundation of India on your CV, you can

demonstrate your  appetite to take chances,
explore new dimensions and be a responsible

member of society.  

BUILD YOUR CV   


